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Search data, revealing what consumers want.
Anywhere, any time.

Every second, Google processes over 
88,000 search queries in the World. 
Bing, Baidu, Amazon & many smaller 
search engines also collect tons of 
information on what people search.

Search data are unbiased, describing 
when & how real people are looking for 
information - when they get interested 
by a product, a service or a brand.

About 95% of 
purchase decisions 
stem from at least 
one online search. 

Study Ipsos / Google 2019



Trajaan, our SaaS platform revealing changes in 
consumer behavior from search data.

Never miss a beat from your market! 
Keep a constant eye on your consumers 
expectations.

Discover how, what & when consumers 
search about your category.
Search queries reveal exactly what 
customers have in mind when they look for 
information about a specific brand, product 
or service (price, review, material, fear …). 

Detect local business opportunities.
Reveal local markets with higher potential & 
identify topics with a high seasonal interest. 



Turn your search data into a gold mine 
with our unified data model.

A world of search engines
Google, Bing, Amazon, Baidu … 
Learn from the big four & from smaller 
ecommerce or media website search 
engines you can also connect with 
Trajaan.
Connect also your own search engine!

Feed from a unified database
Trajaan provides an access to a unified 
data model, in which you can get metrics 
from multiple search data sources at the 
same page, saving precious analysis time.

Media search 
data



Learn how your consumers expectations evolve 
over time with simple business reports.

Discover what consumers search about your 
category, every month.

Get alerted every month of emerging topics 
that matter to your consumers.

Detect local variation in demand, in all 
countries & regions that matter.

Evaluate brand awareness from multiple 
competitors, without bias.



Case study.



Outdoor shoes 
in France.

Before launching new outdoor shoes 
series, our client, one of the leading 
outdoor marketplace in France, needs to 
confirm what French consumers expect 
to find when looking for outdoor shoes. 

Facing a lack of reliable and easily 
accessible data about consumers, our 
client used our search intelligence 
platform to quickly understand how 
French people are interested in outdoor 
shoes, over time, in all major national 
cities.



Planning a go-to-market 
strategy with key facts.

What do French people are looking to find 
online in every major city? Hiking shoes? 
Mountain boots? Women shoes?

Is there any specific local trend for each 
outdoor shoes category? Are consumers 
expectations different in Northern regions?

Does some outdoor shoes categories have 
a stronger seasonal effect than others?

Is there a clear demand for specific 
brands? What brands benefit from the 
best awareness in each city? Decathlon? 
Salomon? Meindel?



We started by scanning different websites to 
detect all keywords matching the category.

Trajaan scans all the major 
websites from the category to 
make sure our client can detect 
all topics describing its category.

We store all keywords that are 
searched at least 100 times every 
month on Google (in France). 

190+ relevant topics linked to the 
outdoor shoes category were 
identified & stored in our 
database.

Ecommerce
Wikipedia

Media
News

Chaussure randonnée
Chaussures de trail
Boots de randonnée

Baskets Salomon
….



Each keyword is tagged with 
different labels revealing what, when 
& why consumers search about 
outdoor shoes. 

That’s what is called analyzing the 
search intent.

1. Sport: hiking, trail …
2. Footwear: shoes, boots … 
3. Gender: women vs. men
4. Brand: Decathlon, Aigle ...

Our platform helped our client to group relevant 
keywords into meaningful sub-categories.

Chaussures de randonnée

Boots de randonnée femme

Chaussures de trail Salomon

footwear sport

footwear gender

brand



Aggregated search data shows outdoor shoes is 
more than a niche market in France.

190 topics are monitored.

Over 60k search queries 
every month on Google, in 
the top-30 French cities in 
population.

21% of all search queries 
come from Paris.

YoY growth: +9.6% (Sept-20 
vs. Sept-19).



Despite Covid-19, hiking is the outdoor 
activity raising the most interest over time.

Overall interest dropped 
by -34% between April & 
pre-Covid average.

Demand for hiking shoes 
remains dominant (37% of 
all search queries in 
average) even during the 
worst months.

Compared to other sports, 
hiking even gained interest 
after the Covid-19 1st 
lockdown (43% of all 
searches in July 2020).



French consumers have two distincts ways to 
search about hiking shoes: marche & randonnée.

70% of French 
consumers tend to 
search about outdoor 
shoes by referring to it as 
‘randonnée’. 

Phenomenon is steady 
over the months.



Trail did not lose interest among the 
French population.

With a monthly average 
volume of 9,100 on 
Google, trail accounts for 
16% of all search queries 
about outdoor shoes.

Demand also dropped by 
-32% during the Covid-19 
crisis.



Salomon is the outdoor shoes brand with the 
best awareness among French consumers.

Every month, 6 500 French 
consumers naturally 
search for “Salomon’’ when 
considering buying outdoor 
shoes.

E.g. chaussures de 
randonnée salomon

Salomon hits a 16% share 
of awareness, compared to 
other brands searched 
online in that context. 



Salomon: the true survivor of the 
Covid-19 crisis?

Interest for Salomon 
shoes dropped less 
significantly than for its 
two major competitors - 
during the first lockdown 
period.

Between February & April 
2020:

- Salomon: -29%
- Aigle: -40%
- Decathlon: -47%



Salomon: a brand strongly implanted in 
mountain cities.

Analyzing search volume by 
population shows which 
cities have the best affinity 
for outdoor shoes.

Trajaan detected cities being 
closer to mountains with a 
higher affinity to Salomon 
outdoor shoes:
1. Perpignan
2. Clermont
3. Annecy
4. Grenoble
5. Aix-en-Provence



Trail: a brand strongly implanted in … 
mountain cities as well!

Analyzing affinity for trail 
shoes provides almost the 
exact same map. 

Showing that interest for 
Salomon is very correlated 
to the interest for trail 
shoes.



🏕 As a marketplace leader, our client 
use these insights every month to 

confirm what brands should be 
promoted from the homepage & inside 

each category page.



Learn more & beyond 
our case study.

Get more insights about specific 
categories such as trail shoes.

Detect competitors succeeding in 
nurturing consumers attention.

Identify search marketing opportunities 
to promote your own brand.

Discover what consumers want in other 
markets.

- Camping equipment
- Ski & mountain sports
- Tourism & favorite places



Our Secret Sauce.



Process search data at scale with 
artificial intelligence. 

Our methodology is based on text analytics algorithms capable of quickly detect and 
measure all search queries of consumers, segmented by main regions/countries.

1- Extraction
We collect all words 
describing a market, 
scanning the Web 
(competitors & news 
media websites) with 
text analytics.

2- Over-generation
We search for all 
synonyms & wording 
variations to make 
sure we do not miss 
any meaningful signal.

3- Metrology
We fetch search 
volumes from Google 
to filter words that 
are actually searched 
by consumers.

4- Labelization
We detect words 
revealing a specific 
search intent - like 
love, hate, fear, 
purchase behavior or 
health issues.



Get the big picture in 
less than 72 hours.

Traditional market research is biased, 
time-consuming - when not overpriced.

Trajaan helps you discover quickly & 
actionable insights based on reliable data: 
what consumers search online. 

Say bye to social media noise generated by 
bots and validate all hypotheses generated 
through qualitative surveys & brainstorm 
sessions.

Data quality

Faster time 
to insights

Retail 
measurement

Search 
intelligence

Social 
listening

Polling & 
surveys



Subscription or one-shot 
reports. Your choice!

Licence fees: from 90€/month
- Monthly updates
- Unlimited users

One-shot reports starting from 900€
- Refine your business question with 

our customer success manager
- Wait for 72 hours for delivery
- Get a full search intelligence report 

on any market, in any eligible 
country Total of markets

Language complexity (zones)

Price



🙋 Need a full access to one dashboard? 
or simply learn more about our 
technology? Let’s have a quick chat over 
the phone ! 

🙌 Mail, LinkedIn or phone call, it is up to 
you.

💻 In any case, feel free to visit trajaan.io! 

😃 Happy to answer!

Tell us what you think!

Matthieu DANIELOU
Co-founder & CEO
📱 06 87 62 02 37
✉ matthieu@trajaan.io

http://trajaan.io


See you soon.

They trust us already.


